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About This Game

Become a boss of a construction company. Demolish old houses, flatten the ground, fill foundations with concrete and build
new buildings - this is what you do. Sit behind the wheel of different construction machines - from trucks and diggers to huge

cranes. Win contracts and gather money to expand your company and buy or upgrade your machines.

Game Features:

 advanced physics and interaction with environment

 8 different construction machine types

 realistic handling

 20 contracts to fullfill

 additional challenges and free play mode
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Title: Construction Machines 2014
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
GameCask
Publisher:
GameCask
Release Date: 28 Mar, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP3 / Vista

Processor: Core 2 Duo 1.8GHz or AMD equivalent

Memory: 2048 MB RAM

Graphics: 256MB GeForce 9600 GT or better

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 650 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatble

Additional Notes: game will NOT WORK on Windows 7 64bit

English,French,German,Polish
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Bad game dont waste your money on it. Whoever♥♥♥♥♥♥this game out needs to be thrown in jail. nice but looks like
unfinished. I really miss the physics of all objects. (vehicles, stones, bricks etc ... )
. So now I have given the game half a chance and played it for a while, I do have to say that giving the game further time didnt
help it at all just frustrate me further. The controls are poor at best, they have not even used common controls. The camera
angles that you operate from are far from anything decent so the number of times I have had to remote camera just to see how
close to an object is rediculous. Having a camera anglethat can be chase view with the ability to pan and tilt etc would have
made it better. The game is really buggy and it feels unfinished or unpolished so to speak, but I would have to say vehicle
control, camera views and gameplay really needs some work.. FUNCTIONALITY OF THIS GAME IS HORRIBLE. AS SOON
AS THE GAME OPENS, THE CONTROLS STICK AND YOU ALWAYS RUN FORWARD. YOU CANNOT GO
BACKWARDS. ITS A RIPOFF. DO NOT BUY THIS. CONSIDER THIS YOUR WARNING!. yhis game looked verry good
but when i got this game i loaded the game but then it said texture error and I WAS NOT HAPPY!
tell me how to fix this. This game threw texture errors at me right from the very start, was laggy and I couldn't get past the
character name screen. I had difficulty loading this for the five minutes required to be able to review such a sub-par game.

Although it seems like it could be a good game with some more work from the developer.. Not what I had expected, controls are
cumbersome all around bad game. Don't waste your money.. I put up with a lot of crap in a game. this game just simply did not
get finished. It's a total hack job and I can't help but feel that the game has TREMENDOUS potential, but you have only one
speed when controlling the loader and the mouse is totally un-utilized (Should control bucket and boom). a massive update or
overhaul is required (or heavy modding) to ever get this gamne to a playable state...and I wish it was playable...it actually looks
good...enough.
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Absolutely the worst game ever. Controls and physics are♥♥♥♥♥♥ Total Rubbish. wow nope CRAP CAMERA i thought
yeah a game for 2 dollars not bad NOPE it s CRAP REFUNDING UNPLAYABLE CAMERA ANGLES ARE CRAP CANT
PLAY THIS GAME NOR SEE WHERE IM GOING SORRY !!
BUY DEMOLISH AND BUILD COMPANY INSTEAD THATS WHAT I DID !!!. All I have to say is Horrible even if you
can get it cheap it's not worth 1 cent.. pile of♥♥♥♥♥♥wont even load. I don't know where to begin. Right now I don't know if
I can recommend Advanced Warfare because of how buggy it can be. Sometimes it will connect to a match and either take
longer than usual and the match has already started (even though I join before the lobby has connected) or it'll freeze whilst
"synchronising settings" and then quit due to connection failure or something. When playing online, I cannot tell you how
ANNOYING it is to be mauled by some ♥♥♥♥♥♥ weilding a laser. Oh, and it's not just the odd one, I mean I faced an
ENTIRE TEAM full of them at one point lol. They take no skill because you can literally use it like a bloody lightsaber!

The singleplayer is... typical COD. No innovation. I mean, Black Ops II had a branching storyline for God's sake. I skipped
Ghosts altogether due to the rather rubbish reviews for the PC version. But, seems like Sledgehammer Games are afraid of
being risky and adventurous with a story. My brother, who hardly plays games full stop, decided to give this new COD a crack,
and casually breezed through it in a few nights.

On top of all of this, the game likes to quit completely and recommend "Safe Mode" due to DirectX errors. I have like every
version of DirectX that I need (and the game will go ahead and install the ones it needs anyway...). My PC is good enoguh to run
this, but even on "Optimal" it still has errors. I'm talking 8 GB of RAM, Core i5 4690K, GTX 660. However, this isn't the first
game as good ol' Need for Speed: Rivals does it too. I'm not the only one. But, what can I do?

Also, if I crank up the settings up to maximum and play the story, the textures are aweful! Flat and no visual substance
whatsoever. Plus, it runs like poop. Oh, but do "Optimal Settings" and things are fine. I don't get it.

I've had fun with this title, when the connection is good and stable. But I can't quite recommend this in the condition it is in.
Activision need to promote the idea of "bug checking" and "ensuring EVERY verison of our game is up to scratch" and not, yet
again, leave us PC players feeling left behind.

11/10 would construct again. how can i swap this game i got the wrong one. Just like construction, totally felt like I was on a jog
site
Easy to tip over machines, terrible controlls and everything has the same weight as if it was made out of paper mache.
Played .3 hrs including talkint to someone for 10 of those 15 min.
Probably wont play again.. Absolutely terrible game. Gives a sense of vertigo and nausea while playing. Graphics are horrid and
controls are too sensative.
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